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What is a family dinner? 
How does a person define dinner with their family? What memories are triggered?



How does technology affect the dinner experience?
How does technology change daily life?  



As people move away from home, 
how does it change their dinner habits and eating space?

How does the feeling of home happen, anywhere?



How does dinner with friends
differ from dinner with family?



The Dinner Party, Judy Chicago 1974-79

The Dinner Party, is an installation that “visually describes the historic struggle of women to participate in all aspects of 
society; its aim is to end the ongoing cycle of omission in which women’s hard-earned achievements are repeatedly 
written out of the historic record” 



my space, Liya Mairson 2010, cardboard playset

The product is used to create a new space for a child and still providing portability. The playset is practical, effective, and 
transforms the user into a new space of discovery. Minimalist forms. 



Realspace, Paul Levinson 2003 

“All technologies are trade-offs. 
Whether transport or 

communication, they disable, set 
back, and eclipse at the same 
time that they extend, enhance, 
and provide. They cause new 

problems as they solve old ones.”
Chapter 4 The Cellphone as an antidote to the Internet



Kniggerich, llotllov (Designer),Germany,  Date Unknown 

“Knigge” is a German term meaning “good manners” and the mat is used for educational purposes but also to 
make fun at how strict some dinner rules may be. 



Technology allows people to remain connected with 
family members across a distance.  

As technology changes our daily life, it may also 
redefine what used to be the “norm.”  



the placemat
creates space for eating
portable
follows order of formal dining
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Virtual

New spaces

Many people



Adding a new “standard” to the dinner setting





How does 
this make
you feel?



Eating with friends 
and talking on the 

phone is more 
acceptable than 

with adults

“This is typical of how 
I eat now. I live alone 

and never eat 
without watching 

TV or searching the Web.”

“Looking at a formal place 
setting is a reminder of the 

holidays.. I am bothered by 
the fact that a phone would 
have a place at the table.”

The phone, or any technology 
at the dinner table becomes

 acceptable only 
in certain situations.

“The placement of the 
iPhone makes me 

questionif it’s right or wrong.  
It looks wrong”

“What made dinner, a 
family dinner was more the 
fact that everyone was in 

the same room.” 

“I'm in the middle of how I feel about technology. At first I feel like we 
shouldn't have any tech at the dinner table because we should be 
connecting with those that are face to face...respect at the heart of it 

and also giving the time to our loved ones who are present.”
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How can the book
be used to translate ideas 
of bridging the gap 
between the 
physical +digital? 

Excitement of a book not a digital screen. 


